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those of the rattlesnake venom. sanious discharges from the rectum
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apparent there ought in future to be no difficulty in discriminating
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the cork of which two tubes are passed. one of these
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alcohol neutral salts or dialysis possess all the toxic properties of the
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tumour is as common in the cerebellum as in the cerebrum therefore a
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test papers are placed therein one saturated with nitrate of silver
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tends to keep up the active irritation. it will like
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phosphorus poisoning may be acute or chronic. the latter malady
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most markedly of the measles type it is commonly veiy slight and
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expectoration if present is frothy. there are at first no physical signs
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search therefore should be made for adenoid growths so that if present
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present and vomiting is common. the symptoms may rapidly abate and
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marked. beginning with 1838 we find that the annual small pox death
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returned later for appendectomy after complete subsidence. this seems
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years. the general public as well as the syphilitic is being taught the
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tremity. the dysentery contracted in the ashanti expedition of 1874 was
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cases are of serious import. in jirimary tuberculosis of the intestines
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tory silence and an absence of moist rales. there is no pyrexia. the
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return the patient probably sleeps and gradually regains his strength.
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scopic examination it is found that there is a migration of leucocytes
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in some instances the disease may be said to finish its course with
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